- Go to the place where mom and dad lay down, there some gold pieces can be found.

- Go out back and find the largest tree, how many pieces will you find? ONE, TWO, THREE!

- There's a place you go to play with toys, it's also the place to find gold to enjoy.

- Go to the place you sit down to eat, there two pieces of gold will you meet.

- The place you put your dirty clothes at, is also the place where gold fell flat.

- Go to the place you look for things to eat, there you may find one or two gold treats.

- Where's the place that you wash your body and hair? Perhaps you will find more gold pieces there.

- Go to the front door of your house right away, to find more gold in this hunt. Hooray!

- This the last place you need to go, it's the place we head to when picking out a show.